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ABSTRACT
Concerns about the risks posed by artificial intelligence (AI) have
resulted in growing interest in algorithmic transparency. While
algorithmic transparency is well-studied, there is evidence that
many organizations do not value implementing transparency. In
this case study, we test a ground-up approach to ensuring better
real-world algorithmic transparency by creating transparency influ-
encers — motivated individuals within organizations who advocate
for transparency. We held an interactive online workshop on algo-
rithmic transparency and advocacy for 15 professionals from news,
media, and journalism. We reflect on workshop design choices and
presents insights from participant interviews. We found positive ev-
idence for our approach: In the days following the workshop, three
participants had done pro-transparency advocacy. Notably, one of
them advocated for algorithmic transparency at an organization-
wide AI strategy meeting. In the words of a participant: “if you are
questioning whether or not you need to tell people [about AI], you
need to tell people.”

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Field studies; •Applied com-
puting→ Interactive learning environments; • Computing
methodologies→ Machine learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There are widespread concerns about the significant risks posed
by artificial intelligence (AI) systems used in the public and private
sectors, particularly for marginalized or historically disadvantaged
groups [22, 35, 42]. One major risk factor is the lack of transparency
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into complex AI systems that make — or assist in making — high-
stakes decisions [25, 41]. Concerns over the lack of transparency
of algorithmic systems have given way to a sub-field known as
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI), which is concerned with
studying how well an AI system can be understood by humans [5].
While significant progress has been made in developing and eval-
uating methods for explaining complex AI systems by combining
multi-disciplinary approaches from machine learning and human-
computer interaction [1, 7, 9, 11, 21, 28, 39, 48], there is evidence
that companies and organizations using AI do not value — or even
know about — such methods [10, 19]. As a result, XAI is facing an
existential challenge: how do we move from the research setting to
ensuring the actual implementation of transparent AI systems in the
real world [4]?

While national governments are natural candidates for address-
ing this challenge in specific high-stakes domains, the rapid develop-
ment of AI technologies has greatly outpaced public oversight, creat-
ing an incomplete patchwork of laws and regulations [24]. To date,
over 50 nations and intergovernmental organizations have pub-
lished AI strategies, actions plans, policy papers or directives [46].
Unfortunately, all these documents have one major limitation: they
are filled with uncertainty on how transparency should actually be
implemented in a meaningful way [16, 24, 27].

The United States has chosen to rely (at least in part) on the
private sector for helping ensure responsible and transparent AI
practices. To this end, in a July 21, 2023 address, President Joseph
Biden stated that he had received voluntary commitments to respon-
sible AI from 7 different large tech companies. Skeptics raise the
concern that these “voluntary commitements” should not replace
regulation, given the possibility that large companies may abandon
responsible AI values in favor of profit-motives. For example, amid
layoffs that occurred in May 2023 that affected 10,000 people at
Microsoft, the company felt comfortable laying off their entire AI
ethics team.1

This case study explores an alternative pathway to ensuring safe,
transparent AI: educate and create transparency influencers. We
define transparency influencers as a subset of what Meyerson [31]
called “tempered radicals,” or committed employees who create
institutional change over time (sometimes clandestinely), who are
focused on algorithmic transparency. The approach of tempered
radicals can be very effective: in one example, over a 30 year pe-
riod, a Black senior executive hired an additional 3,500 women
and minority members to work at a large West Coast bank as part
of a covert effort to improve diversity within the company. We

1https://www.theverge.com/2023/3/13/23638823/microsoft-ethics-society-team-
responsible-ai-layoffs
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hypothesize that transparency influencers can affect similar, signif-
icant bottom-up organizational change towards better algorithmic
transparency.

Study approach. As a precursor to this work, the authors created
the Algorithmic Transparency Playbook, which is a stakeholder-first
approach for creating transparency for an organization’s algorith-
mic systems [5]. There are two associated artifacts—a 31-page PDF
document (the full Playbook) and an open-sourced online course2—
which were used to teach a course at the 2023 ACMCHI Conference
on Human Factors in Computing Systems [5]. Based on the suc-
cess of that course, we condensed the material into a single 2-hour
workshop that could be evaluated as a case study for exploring two
related research questions:

RQ1: How effective is an educational workshop based on The Al-
gorithmic Transparency Playbook in increasing participants’
algorithmic transparency literacy?

RQ2: Can the workshop increase participants’ willingness to advo-
cate for algorithmic transparency in their professional lives
—i.e., become transparency influencers?

Summary of findings. We held the workshop for 15 professionals
in the news, media, and journalism industry. Through interviews
with participants, we found that the workshop was effective both in
teaching algorithmic transparency and in increasing willingness for
advocacy. In the days following the workshop, three participants
had taken some form of advocacy action. Most significantly, one
participant attended an organization-wide meeting on AI strategy,
and spoke-up on behalf of transparency using lessons from the
workshop. They became a transparency influencer.

Participants also expressed that the workshop helped improve
their understanding of algorithmic transparency, particularly by
uncovering knowledge gaps. In interviews, three participants said
the workshop helped them realize “they didn’t know what they
didn’t know [about transparency].”

Overall, this case study represents a positive example of how
an educational approach can be taken to create individual-driven,
bottom-up change towards responsible AI practices at public and
private intuitions [14]. We also learned several valuable lessons
about designing such a course. For example, we believe that the
workshop was effective, at least in part, because of our design
decision to tailor the content to the learners (i.e., professionals in
the media and news industry), creating a deeper connection with
the material. We offer this as a design recommendation for other
researchers conducting similar workshops.

Advancing the state of practice. This case study exists at the
intersection of XAI, HCI, and responsible AI literacy. A recent
review found that the majority of work in responsible AI education
is focused on teaching people how to program, leaving a gap for
educational initiatives aimed at broader audiences [14]. We draw
from HCI to design such an initiative teaching journalists about
XAI. This study is also revelant to emerging work combining HCI
and journalism [3, 13].

2https://dataresponsibly.github.io/algorithmic-transparency-playbook/

2 RELATEDWORK
Organizational barriers to transparency. Organizations often forgo

implementing transparent, responsible AI practices due to mis-
aligned incentives. This is especially true for large, public compa-
nies, which are highly motivated by revenue and market fundamen-
talism [30]. In interviews with researchers, employees at one large
technology company revealed that a majority of their day-to-day
work was focused on profit-motivated tasks like launching products
and increasing user engagement, rather than considering the ethics
of those products [29, 30, 38]. Several members of ethics teams at
large companies have stated that their roles exist merely as the re-
sult of external pressure, rather than due to pro-active, value-based
decisions from company leadership [30]. In fact, the priorities of
companies can be in direct tensionwith responsible AI. For example,
the goal of optimizing user engagement can result in irresponsible
outcomes like creating online radicalization pipelines [36].

Organizations face additional challenges beyond making and
keeping internal commitments to responsible AI. One problem is
that practitioners are at times unable to identify their companies’
specific goals with respect to broad terms like AI ethics [30, 37]. For
instance, while several companies make broad claims about valuing
AI transparency,3 individuals within the company may differ on
agreeing to what extent transparency matters, who it is ultimately
for, and how it should be implemented. A second problem is human
“blind spots,” or individuals who aren’t aware of responsible AI
practices, that exist in different parts of disconnected teams within
an organization [20]. As a result, the responsibility of AI ethics
often falls to single, motivated individuals, the so-called “ethics
owners [30].” Overall, there is a need for developing organizational
tactics and stakeholder management to ensure responsible AI prac-
tices within companies and organizations using AI [38].

Regulation. Unfortunately, despite some positive examples en-
suring the implementation of transparent AI, regulation cannot be
thought of as a silver-bullet. Existing and emerging laws, rules and
directives contain loopholes that can easily be exploited. Further,
themajority of AI directives and strategies created around the world
lack specificity and means of enforcement [6, 33, 46]. For example,
the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
enacted in 2016 and in effect since 2018, includes text to guarantee
individuals a “right-to-explanation,” or a right to be given an expla-
nation for an output of an algorithm that impacts them. However,
despite GDPR being among the most expansive and the most robust
data protection laws in existence, the right-to-explanation has yet
to materialize into any meaningful benefit for citizens. The legal
meaning and obligation of the text has been debated heavily by
scholars, who are unsure under which circumstances it applies,
what constitutes an explanation, and how the right is applicable to
different AI systems [12, 15, 43].

Bottom-up change. Myerson coined the term “tempered radi-
cals” to describe individuals who influence change from inside an
organization slowly but surely over time [31]. Tempered radicals
prefer to make bottom-up change, rather than relying on company

3One of Meta’s five pillars of Responsible AI is “transparency and control.” See https:
//ai.meta.com/responsible-ai/.
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leadership or government regulation. There are numerous success-
ful examples of tempered radicalism, especially when it comes to
ethically motivated practices. They have been successful at promot-
ing minority representation, inclusion, and sustainability in many
different contexts, such as companies, universities, and religious
organizations [18, 26, 32, 34, 47].

Tempered radicals are a natural approach for helping push orga-
nizations towards responsible AI practices. Interestingly, ground-
level employees already seem to bear this responsibility: in inter-
views with researchers, employees at one large tech company said
they often feel like it is their job to represent ethical technology
values [38].

Importance of algorithmic transparency education. This case study
seeks to test an educational approach for improving algorithmic
transparency, based on evidence that education can increase pro-
social behavior [2, 8, 45]. Our case study focuses on teaching indi-
viduals who use AI in their day-to-day work about the meaning
and the need for algorithmic transparency. This kind of education
is essential for responsible AI, where the goal is to ensure that the
responsibility for the design, development, use, and oversight of AI
systems can meaningfully rest with people. In this way, education
about AI (and specifically about AI transparency) is both critically
important and immediately relevant to the human-computer inter-
action community [40].

3 METHODS
Weheld a 2-hour educational workshop on algorithmic transparency
and its advocacy for domain experts from the news, media, and
journalism fields. The workshop was made up of 5 modules, one of
which was a role-playing activity. We also administered a pre- and
post-workshop survey, and conducted semi-structured interviews.

3.1 Recruitment and participation
We chose to the news, media, and journalism fields the focus of
this case study for two reasons. First, the release of generative-AI
tools like ChatGPT has made discussions around transparency and
disclosure particularly salient for organizations in those spaces. As
will be discussed later in this work, many media organizations are
having existential conversations on how they will adapt to new AI
technologies, and how to do so responsibly.

Second, wewere able to partner with the AI & Local News project
at the NYC Media Lab4 to help lead recruitment. In total, 15 pro-
fessionals in the news, media, and journalism industries attended
the workshop. Many of the participants work with AI technologies,
and their job titles included Chief Digital Officer, Audience Devel-
opment Editor, Managing Editor, Data Journalist, and Newsroom
Developer. There was also one Postdoctoral Researcher.5

3.2 Workshop structure and design
We created the workshop by condensing material from the Algo-
rithmic Transparency Playbook Course, a course that was taught

4https://engineering.nyu.edu/research-innovation/centers/nyc-media-lab/projects/
ai-local-news
5While the workshop was open to the public, participation in this IRB-approved case
study was restricted to (1) adults over 18 years old, (2) not full-time students, (3)
individuals attending the workshop from inside the US.

by the authors at the 2023 ACM CHI Conference [5], to make it
more accessible to a lay audience. The workshop was adapted to
include examples that are directly relevant to the news, media, and
journalism fields. The workshop was taught by the lead author
via Zoom, and was made up of 5 modules, summarized in Table 1.
The slides used during the workshop can be found in the footnote
below.6 In addition to the modules, we reserved 10 minutes each for
the pre- and post-workshop surveys (described in Section 3.3), and
an additional 20 minutes of audience Q&A and open discussion.

Design considerations. After conducting the course at the 2023
CHI conference, we spoke informally with participants to gather
feedback. Past participants gave two main suggestions: first, that
we expand the All About Transparency module by deepening the
content, and, second, that we add more emphasis on the tools
available for transparency. With respect to the former, additional
content and time were given to the All About Transparency module,
and, with respect to the latter, the Transparency Tools module was
added.

A primary design choice we made for the workshop was to
specifically tailor the content to our audience—i.e., to the use of
algorithms in news, media, and journalism. This manifested in two
ways. First, throughout the course, we added case studies and exam-
ples directly drawn from the use of AI in journalism. For example,
we added a discussion around recent news that the media company
CNET had been using AI to generate articles on its site, many of
which contained errors.7 We discussed what went wrong and how
CNET could have benefited from a transparent AI strategy. Sec-
ond, the breakout room activity was created to be about a fictional
company in the news and media space.

Breakout room activity. To add engagement and deepen partici-
pants’ connection with the course content, we included a 15-minute
activity using the Zoom breakout room feature. The purpose of the
activity was to improve participant’s ability to advocate for trans-
parency by demonstrating the type of tensions that emerge when
organizations begin considering transparency. For example, we
wanted participants to be aware that many managers object to
adding transparency to algorithms to save costs or protect Intel-
lectual Property — and also to be aware how they can rebut those
arguments. In total, we had 4 breakout rooms with 3-4 participants
and a moderator in each room. The rooms were moderated by the
authors and two colleagues.

Participants were asked to imagine that they were managers
at a fictional social news company that recently began using an
AI content moderation tool. Half of the participants were asked
to role-play skeptical managers, who were against disclosing the
use of the AI tool, while the other half were asked to role-play pro-
transparency managers. In each breakout room, participants had
access to a Google Jamboard that allowed them to make arguments
for different stakeholders (e.g., readers, moderators, developers, etc.,
as discussed in the workshop content) according to their role. An
example of a completed activity can be seen in Figure 1.

6https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1M7Xgfp86PBP1g_8KrmlogyIko975IXR2/
edit?usp=sharing&ouid=100559290438924098736&rtpof=true&sd=true
7https://www.theverge.com/2023/1/25/23571082/cnet-ai-written-stories-errors-
corrections-red-ventures
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Table 1: Modules covered in the workshop.

Module Topics Time (mins)

All About Transparency Defining algorithmic transparency, types of transparency,
stakeholders and their goals

20

Transparency Tools Transparency labels and model cards, feature importance and
Shapley values, explainer dashboards

10

The Transparency Playbook How to disclose the use of AI, transparency for algorithms
protected by IP or procured from vendors, the gold standard
approach to transparency

15

Breakout Room Activity Role-playing game where participants take on either the role of
pro-transparency or anti-transparency managers at a fictional
news and media company

15

Becoming a Transparency Infleuncer Common objections to transparency (i.e., “transparency means
more costs,” “transparency means sacrificing privacy”) and
how to rebut them

10

Figure 1: Completed breakout room activity (described in Section 3.2) from one of the four breakout rooms. From top-to-bottom,
the green cards (reasons for transparency) read: “I’d like to know if humans or robots are reviewing my comments. I expect to
be talking to humans.”, “People blame us for decisions. We need to explain them.”, “It can build trust with our users.”, “Easier to
evaluate”, “We want credit for the work”, “Open source builds community and support.” From top-to-bottom, the red cards
(reasons against transparency) read: “It’s taking our jobs!”, “Helps out our competitors”, “It’s more work, work we could be
spending improving the product itself.” Illustrations by Falaah Arif Khaan.

3.3 Data collection and analysis
Pre- and post-workshop surveys. We conducted a pre-workshop

survey to assess participants’ self-reported baseline knowledge of
algorithmic transparency and willingness for advocacy (8 ques-
tions), and a post-workshop survey to evaluate the impact of the
workshop (18 questions).8 Themes measured in the survey include

8The full surveys have been included in the Supplementary Material.

general AI sentiment, perceived transparency literacy, and will-
ingness to engage in transparency advocacy. The intended use of
the surveys was to quantitatively assess the workshop’s impact, as
well as collect free-responses from participants on questions like
“How likely are you to advocate for algorithmic transparency in
your work? Please tell us why.” In total, 15 participants completed
the pre-workshop survey, and 7 of them also completed the post-
workshop survey. Due to the small sample size, we do not draw
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any quantitative conclusions from this data, but report qualitative
findings. We discuss participant drop-off in Section 5.

Interviews. In the days following the workshop, we conducted
semi-structured interviews9 with four participants, whose domain
and expertise are found in Table 210—note henceforth we also re-
fer these participants as domain experts. This was a particularly
interesting group to speak because they represent a broad range of
domains within the news, media, and journalism spaces, and most
are practitioners with lived knowledge of both journalism and AI.
In our interviews, we sought to understand how the participants
felt the workshop met its goals in relation to RQ1 and RQ2. Because
we were asking participants to speak candidly about experiences
at work (and incidentally their employer), we did not record the
interviews to make participants more comfortable; instead, we took
notes throughout and wrote down quotes relevant to our research
work.

Analysis. Our analysis included interview notes and answers
from free-response questions on the post-workshop survey from
the interviewed domain experts. We began by carefully reading
the interview notes and post-workshop survey responses to iden-
tify and code the salient and recurring themes. These codes were
then grouped into the five major themes we report below, and sup-
ported with relevant quotations. Importantly, our major themes
were created through the lens of the two research questions: RQ1
How effective is an educational workshop in increasing partici-
pants’ algorithmic transparency literacy? and RQ2 Can the work-
shop increase participants’ willingness to advocate for algorithmic
transparency in their professional lives, becoming transparency
influencers?

4 RESULTS
4.1 Transparency literacy (RQ1)

Frequent use of internally developed and procured algorithmic tools.
All participants noted that they had frequent or almost daily contact
with AI in their jobs. Overall, they used a wide range of different
algorithmic tools. The tools included generative AI for creating
story headlines, systems for suggesting news story topics to editors
and for recommending news videos to online readers, and tools for
A/B testing story headlines. One common theme regarding these
tools is that many of them were acquired from third party vendors.
Somewhat surprisingly, all participants, even those who work at
companies that built the majority of their algorithmic systems in-
house, mentioned using at least one procured algorithmic tool.

Uncovering knowledge gaps. The general sentiment of partici-
pants was that the workshop was useful, and that they felt that it
improved their understanding of algorithmic transparency. Each
participant mentioned different aspects of the course that they
found as the most salient, including learning about the different
levels of transparency (P1), the existing tools for transparency (P2),
and the stakeholder identification (P3). Interestingly, several par-
ticipants found that the major strength of the workshop was un-
covering knowledge gaps. In fact, P2, P3, and P4 each said that

9The full interview protocol has been included in the Supplementary Materials.
10Job titles and employer names were omitted to protect the anonymity of participants.

the workshop helped them realize that ”they didn’t know what
they didn’t know.” P3 reflected that, after the workshop, they real-
ized their organization “probably doesn’t do enough disclosure and
transparency.”

4.2 Transparency advocacy (RQ2)
Taking action. Domain experts P2, P3, and P4 of stated they had

taken some kind of transparency advocacy action in the days fol-
lowing the workshop. Two participants mentioned they have begun
having more conversations with colleagues and peers about algo-
rithmic transparency. P2 said they “already used the Algorithmic
Transparency Playbook” by mentioning it to colleagues, and P4 said
“I’ve probably had 5 conversations of AI transparency compared to
close to 0 [before the workshop].” P4 also mentioned “I was [tex-
ting] co-workers about steps we can take during the [workshop].
It’s important to disclose how our AI moderation works – and any
of the other tools and ideas we have in mind.” P3 stated how they
have already begun implementing some elements of the workshop
into their workflow. Specifically, “the breakdown of stakeholders
was put into use immediately.”

Notably, P4 took part in internal discussions at their organization
directly related to the use of the algorithmic tools in the days follow-
ing the workshop, where they fully stepped into the transparency
influencer role. They described their experience in the following
way: “I was just in a TV workshop and [I asked if] we need to be
disclosing and transparent [about AI] and then it got really quiet.”
But they optimistically added, “it’s definitely on the agenda now.”
They “brought up a lot of the points [from the workshop]” and
made several observations about organizational challenges to trans-
parency (mentioned below), some of which were discussed in the
workshop.

The interviews demonstrate that the advocacy was, at least in
part, the result of the workshop. A popular sentiment was that the
workshop was effective in providing better resources for advocacy.
P2 phrased it in this way: “I always would’ve advocated for trans-
parency anyway ... ”, but the workshop improved their potential
for transparency advocacy “... from being made aware of different
types of resources related to transparency.” P3 expressed a similar
sentiment, saying the workshop was helpful “if only to raise my
knowledge [of algorithmic transparency] and attention [to it].”

P3 and P4 also commented on their future plans for transparency
advocacy, which were, again, based on the resources covered in
the workshop. The former said “If we ever go down the road of
building a model it feels like [model cards] are something we should
probably do”. They said the same was true for vendors: “If we ever
procure a model we should check model cards.” The latter expressed
a similar sentiment, saying that they would push for model cards
for some of the AI tools their organization is currently using, like
the video recommendation system.

Organizational challenges. P1 and P4 discussed that their orga-
nization recently held internal meetings to discuss AI strategies
and create a “Code of Conduct” for its use — a clear indication that
the news and media fields are responding to the rapid proliferation
of AI tools like recommender systems and generative AI. Notably,
both participants pointed out that this is not a smooth transition,
particularly for older, legacy employees. P1 stated that discussions
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Table 2: Participants domain and expertise

# Domain Expertise

P1 Newspaper Works for a print media company with an online presence; experience in journalism
P2 Researcher Holds a doctorate in human-computer interaction; expertise in transparency
P3 Newsroom Manages team of developers who are also journalists at popular online media company
P4 Local TV news Works on development at syndicated local TV news network; has journalism experience

around the use of generative AI for creating story headlines has
“ruffled a lot of feathers” and has seemingly divided the organiza-
tion into two schools of thought: those who are pro new AI tools,
and those who are against their use. One positive that emerged
from internal discussions was that “transparency is key” was unani-
mously agreed upon as being included in their organization’s Code
of Conduct regarding the use of AI.

P4, who works primarily with local TV news, referred to a so-
called “TV newsroom mindset” that emerged as a barrier to algo-
rithmic transparency during organizational AI strategy discussions.
They further explained that “it’s not in [TV newsroom peoples’]
nature to be very disclosing.” Significantly, they noted that in orga-
nizational discussions about AI transparency, they heard the same
types of objections to transparency that were mentioned in the
workshop.

When is transparency necessary? One surprising theme that emerged
from interviews was the large variation on when each participant
(or members of their organization) felt it was necessary to be trans-
parent about the use of AI. P1, P3, and P4 all agreed that it does not
seem necessary to disclose the use AI for generating — or support-
ing the writing of — article headlines. P3 specifically mentioned,
“When headlines are AI-assisted... we don’t expose that to anyone.”
They went on to say that “our users might not actually care.” This
also included not disclosing the use of algorithmic tools used to A/B
test headlines for different groups of users. P4 said that when they
directly asked one of their colleagues “do we need to disclose [the
use of AI]?”, their colleague responded with “it’s too late for that
now isn’t it?” This indicates that some believe that since the “genie
is already out of the bottle” it isn’t worth pursuing transparency.

P1 also defended forgoing disclosing the use of AI to generate
news articles that are normally “templated” anyway, like business
press releases. They used the analogy of politicians not crediting
every sentence of their speeches to different speechwriters. Notably,
this participant believed it was wrong to use AI to generate an
entire news article, and they even questioned whether generating
text with AI and editing it was actually more efficient than simply
writing the article oneself. A similar view was expressed by P4.

Another interesting finding within this theme was the mention-
ing of “unwritten rules” for transparency. P1 mentioned that their
organization had adopted the phrase, “if a journalist could do it, a
journalist should do it.” They also gave the following guideline: “if
you are questioning whether or not you need to tell people [about
AI], you need to tell people.”

5 DISCUSSION
Types of advocacy. We found positive evidence that the workshop

was successful in improving advocacy for algorithmic transparency

among domain experts working in the news, media, and journalism
fields. We identified three advocacy approaches taken by domain
experts which we categorize as converse, implement, and influence.

Regarding conversational advocacy, two participants mentioned
that after the workshop they had significantly increased the amount
of conversations they had about algorithmic transparency in their
everyday life. These conversations took place both with colleagues
and peers. While conversations about transparency may not di-
rectly affect organizational change, they play a role in increasing
awareness around algorithmic transparency, which in-and-of itself
can result in significant change in peoples’ behaviors over the long
term [23].

We define implementational advocacy as a type of advocacy
where individuals implement algorithmic transparency directly into
their work, without necessarily consulting managers or speaking
with colleagues. This type of advocacy is focused on narrow imme-
diate change, rather than on creating broader cultural shifts within
an organization. As a prime example of implementational advocacy,
one participant (who manages a small team of software developers)
said they had already began integrating material learned from the
workshop about stakeholder identification into their team’s work-
flow. From the viewpoint of the authors, this type of advocacy is
critical for creating bottom-up change within organizations, and in-
line with the at-times clandestine actions of tempered radicals [32].

Influencing is the type of advocacy that was most explicitly dis-
cussed in the workshop, and is defined by individuals taking be-
haviors to affect cultural change towards algorithmic transparency
within their organization. Significantly, P4 immediately began influ-
encing in the days following the workshop, and spoke up about algo-
rithmic transparency in an organization-wide meeting on AI strat-
egy. They brought up arguments for disclosure and transparency
learned in the breakout room activity, and were even met with some
of the same anticipated negative responses. Overall, P4walked away
from the meeting feeling optimistic and hopeful that their company
would start taking steps towards the more transparent use of algo-
rithmic systems. This is perhaps the most direct impact of this case
study: by inviting one person to think more deeply about algorith-
mic transparency and providing them with basic tools for advocacy,
we hope to have caused a downstream impact of a medium-sized
US media company adopting more responsible AI practices.

Identification of further organizational challenges to transparency.
Interviews with participants showed confusion over when it is
actually necessary to be transparent about the use of AI. For exam-
ple, several domain experts felt that using generative AI to create
news story headlines or to generate “templated” news articles like
business press releases does not necessarily warrant algorithmic
transparency. The key takeaway, with implications for the design
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of future educational interventions, is that it is important to rein-
force the connection between (1) whether and when transparency
is warranted and (2) the degree of automation and the potential
harms (i.e., with the level of risk to stakeholders due to the use of
automation) [17, 44]. In other words, it is important to ground the
questions about algorithmic transparency in a deeper understand-
ing of responsible AI and technology ethics.

Best practices for teaching about algorithmic transparency. It is
our belief that participants felt positively about the workshop be-
cause it was designed specifically for audiences in news and media.
For example, P4 mentioned in that their organization was actually
using AI in a near-identical way to the fictional scenario created for
the breakout room activity. P1, P3, and P4 were also already familiar
with the CNET news story,11 which likely helped deepen their con-
nection with the course material. Overall, we plan to replicate this
design consideration in future iterations of this workshops given
to experts in different domains. It is also the view of the authors
that is a generalizable lesson of this case study: we recommend
others creating responsible AI workshops and courses aimed at
professionals should tailor the content to their audience.

Regarding the breakout room activity, participants had mixed
opinions. Coincidentally, we conducted interviews with both par-
ticipants in the breakout room shown in Figure 1, i.e., P3 and P4.
While P3 found the breakout room activity awkward and clunky,
P4 felt connected to the activity because it centered around a use
of AI familiar to them in their work. We hypothesize that this con-
tradiction was also due to differences in the temperament between
P3 and P4, and so we feel its best not to draw conclusions about
the utility of the activity without further exploration.

Limitations and other lessons. A challenge we faced in this case-
study was participant drop-off. While we started the session with
15 participants, only 7 attended the entire two hour workshop. This
means we likely received positively biased feedback, and we may be
missing important details on how to improve the workshop design
to reach more participants. Additionally, because of the drop-off, we
were unable to perform our intended quantitative analyses using
the pre- and post-workshop surveys. A majority of the drop-off
occurred as we transitioned to the lecture portion to the breakout
room activity, which was 45 minutes into the workshop. In the
future we should explore why participants left the workshop, but
we hypothesize it was because participants felt they had gleaned
enough value from the lectures and were not interested in par-
ticipating in the activity. We also plan to run future iterations of
this workshop with professionals from various sectors, and we feel
it is important to hold future sessions in-person to help mitigate
drop-off.

A limitation of this case study is that it is, indeed, a case study,
and so it leaves open questions about the generalazibility of our ap-
proach and findings. It is unlikely we have reached data saturation,
even within the news and media field. While we observed promis-
ing and hopeful results for increasing individuals’ willingness to
advocate for algorithmic transparency, much additional work is
needed to explore the many different points-of-view that are likely

11https://www.theverge.com/2023/6/6/23750761/cnet-ai-generated-stories-policy-
update

missing from this work. Further, this work should be adapted and
evaluated to different domains (e.g., technology, healthcare) and
cultural contexts. For example, one could imagine that in contexts
where power structures are ordered in a more hierarchical way, it
may be more difficult to realistically affect bottom-up change.

6 CONCLUSION AND SOCIAL IMPACT
Overall, this case study represents a positive example of affecting
ground-up change in organizations towards responsible AI by pro-
viding the proper education and resources to individuals. It is our
hope that this case study will exist as part of a broader body of
work helping to ensure responsible AI practices studied in research
settings are transferred into the real-world use of technologies,
especially in high-stakes domains that impact society at large.
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